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The Soft Clip – Program Notes
‘The Soft Clip’ is a work that examines the use of information networks to create
musical instructions for an ensemble. For the purposes of this project, networks
were conceived of as being a construction of numerous individual nodes that consist
of information or instructional behaviours, connected to one another by a system of
rules and regulations that govern and mediate their interaction with one another. As
such, these rules influence the interpretation and final shape the information will
take as the construction of a network is explored. The nature of a network is
inherently a system of distortion, as the act of manoeuvring through a system of
information colours the various components that construct it.
The network ultimately derived at can be represented as such:

The score for the work is generated live as the electronics ‘navigator’ manoeuvres
through the network live during the performance. In a patch created in max/MSP
these decisions are processed and translated into a score for each instrument. The
movement between different nodes was categorised into three possible movements:
Across (A to E), Up (D to E) or Down (A to H). The effect of each movement is
summarised below:
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Movement around the individual nodes of the network also controls a number of
audio processing factors:

Each circle represents a node of information. The structure of this network is such
that each node is connected to each of the four nodes opposite it. These connections
govern the behaviour of a network and mediate the interpretation of each node.
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The Soft Clip – Performance Notes
1.1 | Score Setup – Monophonic Instruments
Performers of monophonic instruments are to open the Score1[1.x] patch. Each
performer requires their own individual laptop with which to read their own
uniquely generated score content.

1.2 | Score Setup – Polyphonic Instruments
Performers of polyphonic instruments are to open the Score2[1.x] patch. Each
performer requires their own individual laptop with which to read their own
uniquely generated score content.

be sustained for the duration of the line. If the note diminishes in volume and is no
longer audible while the line is still crossing the black bar, the performer should
maintain this state until the next note is signalled for them to play. The performer
should not play the note a second time in the middle of a single line.
Below is a series of examples of different performance states and how they should
be performed:
State 1: Short, thin lines.

1.3 | Score Display
The score patch generates unique information for each instrument based on the
movement of the laptop performer around the network. A line segment indicates a
note for a pitch given on the left hand side of the reader. The thickness of the line
reflects the volume of the note. If there is no line then no sound should be produced.
The note should be played as the line hits the vertical black bar to the right of the
score.
The general rule is that instruments that do not sustain their notes (strings,
woodwinds and brass) should articulate a given note for the time duration of the
line passing over the vertical black line. Each individual line should be a single, clear
note.
For short notes, String performers should change the direction of their bowing for
each note. For long notes, string performers should bow as much of the note as
possible with a single bowing action, however should they run out of bow they
should change direction as seamlessly as possible.
Woodwind and brass instruments should perform in a similar manner. The
performer is permitted to breathe where necessarily, though preferably this should
be towards the end of the note before beginning the next note.
Instruments that sustain their notes (piano, rhodes piano, percussion) should play
their note at the start of a line as it crosses the vertical black. The note should then

In this state there are multiple instances of small, thin lines, closely grouped
together with some space between notes. The overall dynamic is very soft, as close
to inaudible as possible while still clearly making a sound. Because the lines do no
vary much in size the volume should be as uniform as possible.

The percussionist should play their kit with their fingers, not with mallets or sticks.
All other dynamic markings should be played with mallets. String players should
pluck each note with their fingers. The piano player can choose to either engage the
soft pedal or play/pluck the strings from inside the piano.
State 2: Long lines of varying thicknesses.

The maximum thickness shown here indicates a very loud dynamic – approx ff. The
jagged shape of the line here indicates frequent variations in dynamic volume.
Performers should try to perform these shifts in dynamic as close to the score as
possible.
State 4: Long lines of wide dynamic range.
This image illustrates a state where three notes are to be played. The first one
approx a p marking, the second note approx a pp marking and the final note at a
dynamic the same as in State 1. Because this is a long line, not a short line, the string
players should use their bows to achieve the duration of the note required. This
should however, be as soft as possible.
State 3: Short lines, wide dynamic range.

The image above details five sound events. A loud note – ff – is in the middle of its
performance. The second note is about half that – approx mf/mp, followed by a
period of silence, another note of the original intensity and a final note that is
performed at the softest possible dynamic.

